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Have side letters gone out of fashion?
The decision earlier this year in Vivienne Westwood Limited v Conduit Street Development Limited4
casts doubt on the enforceability of termination rights in side letters and may well have left some
landlords asking themselves how many of their side letters would suffer the same fate. Ben Willis
explores the case and allays some of those concerns.
Vivienne Westwood Limited was the tenant of premises
on Conduit Street in London’s West End. The landlord
was Conduit Street Development Limited. In 2009
the tenant and the landlord’s predecessor entered into
a lease together with a side letter which capped the
rent due under the lease notwithstanding subsequent
rent reviews. The terms of the side letter provided that
it could be terminated by the landlord if the tenant
breached any of the terms of the side letter or the lease.
By 2015, the capped rent due under the side letter was
little more than half the market rent for the premises.
Unfortunately, the tenant failed to pay a quarter’s rent
on time and the landlord served notice purporting
to terminate the side letter, meaning that the full rent
would become payable. The tenant took issue with this
and successfully argued at court that the termination
provision was a penalty and, therefore, unenforceable.

Bad news for landlords?
Many landlords agree side letters, either at the
same time as granting a lease or subsequently.
At first glance this decision looks rather worrying.
This article, however, aims to allay some of the
concerns that landlords may have. It is clear
that, in this case, the court took into account
a number of specific factors when concluding that
the termination provision in the side letter was
penal in nature. These factors are explored below.

When is a clause a penalty?
A clause in an agreement which is regarded in law
as a penalty is unenforceable. Last year the Supreme
Court comprehensively reviewed the law of penalties
in Cavendish Square Holding BV v Talal El Makdessi5.
The main principles were as follows:
–– A penalty clause can only exist where a secondary
obligation is imposed as a consequence of a breach
of a primary obligation owed by one party to another.
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–– The clause will only be a penalty if the
secondary obligation imposes on the defaulting
party a detriment out of all proportion to any
legitimate interest of the innocent party in the
performance of the primary obligation or, in other
words, is exorbitant, extravagant or unconscionable.
–– The courts will not lightly conclude that a term
in a contract negotiated by well advised parties
of comparable bargaining power is a penalty.

So why was the termination provision in the side
letter a penalty?
Was there a secondary obligation? In this case,
the court read the lease and side letter together as part
of the “substantial bargain” made by the parties and
concluded that the primary obligation was for the
tenant to pay the capped rent in accordance with the
terms of the side letter. When the tenant breached the
side letter and the side letter was terminated by the
landlord, this triggered a secondary obligation to pay
the higher rent as per the terms of the lease. The first
part of the test was therefore met.
Did the landlord have a legitimate interest
in the performance of the tenant’s obligation
to pay the capped rent? The landlord needed
to establish that it had a legitimate interest in seeing
the tenant perform its obligations promptly. The court
did take into account that having a tenant pay rent
in a timely manner is of benefit to the landlord and
that a tenant that fails to comply with its covenants
may negatively affect the value of the landlord’s
reversion. However, the court thought that the value
of the landlord’s reversion would only really be affected
in the case of “serious breaches of covenant”. This did
not accord with the landlord’s ability to terminate
the side letter for any breach without “regard
to the nature of the obligation broken or any actual
or likely consequences for the lessor”. The court went
on to describe such a blanket termination right which
applies regardless of the breach in question as having
“one of the hallmarks of a penalty”.
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Was the obligation to pay the higher rent
exorbitant or unconscionable? The court
described the obligation to pay the higher rent
as a “blunt instrument that…may give rise
to a very substantial and disproportionate detriment”.
Such detriment was considered by the court
to be exorbitant and unconscionable in comparison
to any legitimate interest of the landlord.

What was particular about this side letter?
So does this mean that termination provisions
in all side letters are now vulnerable? We think
not. The court made it clear that “one should not
lightly infer a penalty in a contract freely negotiated
by two advised parties of equal bargaining power”.
However, in the end the court was swayed by the
following factors:
–– The effect of terminating the side letter was
retrospective as well as prospective, i.e. the tenant
would have been required to pay 6 years’ worth
of the difference between the capped rent and
uncapped rent. If the effect of the side letter had just
been prospective, the court suggested that “the issue
would be less clear-cut”.
–– The side letter and lease were entered into at the
same time. As a result, in the court’s opinion the
“true bargain” was that the tenant would pay the
capped rent. However, in the case of a subsequent
concession, for example an ex gratia rent concession
half way through the term of a lease, the court
reasoned that the termination provision in such
a concession is much less likely to be construed
as a penalty.
–– The landlord had the right on termination,
in addition to recovering the uncapped rent
retrospectively, to interest and its costs
on an indemnity basis. The court considered
that the landlord’s ability on termination also
to recover interest and its costs helped to “tip the
balance” in favour of the tenant’s argument that
the provision was a penalty.

–– The side letter was terminable for any nontrivial breach. Some side letters will only entitle
the landlord to terminate for specific breaches.
Restricting the landlord’s ability to terminate a side
letter can reduce the likelihood of such a provision
being seen as penal in nature.
It is also worth bearing in mind that many side letters
granting tenants concessions are terminable at will
by the landlord. If this happens to be the case, then
there need be no breach by the tenant for the landlord
to terminate the arrangement. Therefore it follows
that there will be no breach of a primary obligation.
No breach of a primary obligation means that there
is no penalty clause. Similarly, side letters are more
commonly drafted so that the primary obligation
remains the obligation to pay the rent in accordance
with the terms of the lease but, for so long as the tenant
complies with the terms of the side letter, the tenant,
as a concession, may pay the rent in accordance with
the side letter instead. This structure does not seem
to be susceptible to the same criticism.
Hopefully the above has shown that the Vivienne
Westwood case is by no means a blanket authority
for the proposition that termination provisions in side
letters are unenforceable. Far from it, the decision
highlights that the interpretation of any given side
letter will need to be carefully considered on its
individual facts. Therefore, although a useful warning,
this decision should not be seen as unduly restricting
the ability of contracting parties to utilise side
letters effectively.
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